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 Editorial

The Key Debates series has reached its tenth birthday with this eighth 
volume, which addresses a concern that has far-reaching implications for 
the entire f ield of screen media studies. The original aim of the series was 
to revisit the concepts and indeed controversies that have shaped the f ield 
of f ilm studies. Our intention was twofold: to clarify what was initially at 
stake in the founding texts and also to clarify lines of transmission and 
reinterpretation in what remains a hybrid f ield of study, which has “ap-
propriated” and thus modif ied much of what it uses.

The seven volumes published to date have taken different approaches 
to this central mission. They have reviewed how early f ilm theory adopted 
and developed literary theories of “strangeness” (ostrannennie); shifting 
concepts of subjectivity engendered by f ilm; the variety of ways that f ilm’s 
audiences have been conceived; the persistence of debate around f ilm as a 
technology; the continuing proliferation of screens; the foundational link 
between modern feminism and film theory; and most recently the centrality 
of “stories” to modern media discourse.

All of these have retained a commitment to debate, bringing together 
scholars who belong to different traditions and schools of thought, and 
indeed language communities. With the support of our institutions in 
three countries (the Netherlands, France and Britain), and our enterpris-
ing publisher Amsterdam University Press, we provide a platform to air 
differences, while also demonstrating that f ilm and media studies – trans-
national and transmedial – occupy a central position in contemporary 
intellectual and cultural life. Coincidentally, at the time of this present 
volume’s preparation, a public health emergency occurred that has affected 
all our countries and communities and which has dramatically drawn 
attention once more to the role that “domesticated” screen media play 
in all our lives.

The recent shut-down of communal cultural activity may also have cre-
ated a new appreciation of the place of f ilm and cinema in the contemporary 
media environment. It therefore seems timely that our latest volume should 
address what would be called in vernacular English discourse “the elephant 
in the room.” Have we indeed entered a “post-cinema” era; and what are 
the implications for concepts and theories shaped by more than a century 
of f ilm and cinema seeming synonymous?

As the series enters its second decade, with future volumes under 
discussion, we are confident that there has never been greater need for a 
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shared international space of debate, enabling and encouraging construc-
tive engagement with the major issues affecting how we think about the 
dominant media of our era.

Paris / Amsterdam / Groningen / London
Dominique Chateau, José Moure, Annie van den Oever, Ian Christie
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1. Introduction
Dominique Chateau and José Moure

For some time now, in newspapers and books, a series of words keep ap-
pearing that begin with the prefix “post-.” As for these new words, the key to 
understanding seems to be a semantics of ambiguity. Post does not indicate 
something absolutely different but something in-between: postcapital-
ism would be a new phase of capitalism; postmodernism, a new f igure of 
modernism; and post-history, history again. In all these cases, to the same 
question – does “post-” mean a clear break or the more or less identif iable 
result of an evolution? – the same answer arises: “post-” is a “problematic 
pref ix” that “debates over postmodernism and postmodernity taught us to 
treat not as a marker of definitive beginnings and ends, but as indicative of 
a more subtle shift or transformation in the realm of culturally dominant 
aesthetic and experiential forms” (Denson and Leyda 2016, 6).

This astute remark can be found in Shane Denson and Julia Leyda’s 
introduction to Post-cinema: Theorizing 21st-Century Film, a high-quality 
collection of texts published in 2016. In addition to the editors, the contribu-
tors include Lev Manovich, Steven Shaviro, Vivian Sobchack and Francesco 
Casetti. Considering this title and ours, it is obvious that the two projects 
look very similar. Apart from our call for new contributors and the fact 
that most of the texts in this volume are newly published or translated into 
American English (in Denson and Leyda’s book all the texts are republished 
in a more or less revised form), we can clarify the different points or nuances 
that specify our approach of the hypothetical notion of post-cinema.

Not surprisingly, this differentiation is particularly notable in the subtitles 
(that are, in fact, most often used for this purpose): Denson and Leyda’s Theoriz-
ing 21st-Century Film becomes our Cinema in the Post-art Era. Two crucial 
points can be made here: in the subtitle to this volume “cinema” seems to be 
rid of the embarrassing “post-” (which is, admittedly, contradicted in advance 
by the title); a second “post-” emerges at the same time as a new partner is 
introduced, art. Despite its sophisticated appearance, it means something very 
simple: we have chosen to focus the attention on the relationship between 

Chateau, D., and J. Moure. Post-cinema: Cinema in the Post-art Era. Amsterdam: Amsterdam 
University Press, 2020
doi 10.5117/9789463727235_ch01
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cinema and art, especially contemporary art and on the current transforma-
tions of films and cinema that attest to such a relationship. At present, it seems 
the practice of art is also seen through the same lens, pointing us in similar 
directions: art is supposed to have metamorphosed into post-art and thus is 
simultaneously non-art, or a kind of almost-art, quasi-art, may-be-art, and 
so on – at any rate, it is ambiguously identif iable as art. It so happens that 
cinema is part of this change and the resulting state of ambiguity …

Interpreting “Post-cinema”

However, to begin with, ambiguity is also a characteristic of post-cinema. 
Considering the different ways in which this word can be interpreted, 
we also observe the same kind of ambiguity that affects words such as 
postmodernism. Whatever the interpretation, post-cinema is not seen as 
encompassing an absolute change in terms of f ilm form and, correspondingly, 
the emergence of a new medium, nor an absolute change of cinema dispositif 
and, accordingly, the end of theater, projection and cinemagoing. Post-cinema 
is in a state of unstable equilibrium between the original, persistent cinema 
dispositif and new ways of making and considering the f ilm, as well as its 
mode of working in the postmodern cultural context. As Denson and Leyda 
write, “post-cinema asks us to think about new media not only in terms of 
novelty but in terms of an ongoing, uneven, and indeterminate historical 
transition” (2016, 2). This reflects the prevalent state of mind in this book 
and anticipates some subsequent research tracks.

To be more precise, as soon as we consider the ways of interpreting 
post-cinema, we are led to thinking about key issues, not only in terms 
of media theory but also in terms of art practice. When measuring the 
scope of post-cinema, we f ind a scale of radicality from “cinema death” 
to intermediality, through decay or metamorphosis. The cinema death 
theme, at the height of radicality, cannot be discussed without considering 
three aspects of media def inition: the medium, as such; the dispositif; and 
spectatorship. The question then arises as to whether the death of cinema 
can be decreed on the basis of one of these criteria or whether the theme 
involves all of them. Transposed into the media theory question, it means: is 
cinema defined by f ilm, theater, cinemagoing, or any combination of these 
characteristics? It seems that the scale of radicality is established according 
to the degree of requirement we impose on our response.

If we require that the three criteria be met, we must consider that the 
f ilm watched on a smartphone screen is not cinema. But if this f ilm is a 
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Hollywood classic with famous stars, how can we refuse to associate with 
it the memory of cinema? Post-cinema presupposes the imaginary aspect 
of cinema. It is not only an “after” of the cinema that would replace it, that 
would have absorbed or liquidated it. Firstly, it was born before term since 
this kind of word is always f ixed after the fact. There has already been a 
post-cinema at the time of cinema, from its birth until the present, but it 
was not yet clearly distinguished as such. In a way, behind the scenes, it is 
the more or less noticeable introduction of various kinds of f ilm practices 
and conceptions in relation to its form or the ways of receiving it. Similarly, 
considering the current state of affairs which is of primary interest to us in 
this book, many present experiences deviating from mainstream cinema 
do not seem to have cut the umbilical cord; quite the contrary, they are 
haunted by the cinema from which they are supposed to differ.

Some texts at the beginning of the present book return to the lasting 
debate around the radical question of cinema death. By this point, this 
debate is beginning to take on Groundhog Day-like characteristics – the 
1993 f ilm by Harold Ramis was renamed Un jour sans fin (An Endless 
Day) in French release – with its constant narrative restarts; that said, it does 
lead to a fundamental question about cinema as an anthropological and 
aesthetic phenomenon. But it does not lead to a definite answer; moreover, it 
is during this discussion that a doubt arises about the relevance of radicality. 
It does not mean that we should give up. On the contrary, it means that 
f ilm- and media theory require subtlety in a dialectic sense. Cinema has 
not lost itself in its metamorphosis into post-cinema because, while it has 
lost some of its characteristics and prerogatives, it has gained others. After 
all, the possibility of watching a Hollywood classic on a mobile phone in 
public transport, even if the result is obviously less desirable than a theater 
screening – at least a good one under technically impeccable conditions 
(which is not always the case today) – is a privilege in the same way that 
using this mobile phone to communicate with friends or call for help is an 
advantage.

If it is a mere fact that the production-distribution-reception of many 
f ilms, however artistic they may be, still have the form of a work in the 
“traditional” sense, it is just as relevant to speculate that their form is shifting 
as these “regular” f ilms are affected by the post-art culture. Among other 
changes, these f ilms that remain works can be displaced in conditions more 
or less remote from the dispositif of the theater, such as the “relocation,” as 
Francesco Casetti calls it, using devices of all kinds that change the f ilms. 
This suggests, instead of repeating what is now well-known about this topic, 
an interest in measuring the feedback of the new modes of audiovisual 
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practice on f ilms, more precisely, how they are designed, structured and 
manufactured. Parallel to the integration of contemporary art in “regular” 
cinema, we need to think of the integration of cinema into contemporary 
art in all kinds of forms of creation and exhibition.

Since we have chosen to open up the f ield of research by integrating the 
post-cinema question within the post-art question, let us recall that it would 
be simplistic to imagine a state of culture where art would have disappeared 
entirely (just as cinema death is only metaphorically, not literally, physically 
acquired). We are rather in a place envisioned by postmodern artists who 
claim an art that is at the same time non-art, or vice versa. Facing the 
introduction in various art f ields of things or acts that differ from the work 
of art that is fully recognizable as such, cinema seems both to resist and to 
collaborate. It still produces works in the “old” format but is simultaneously 
immersed in many aspects of art in its current state.

The study of this subject from any angle shows that sooner or later any 
problem relating to post-cinema ends up looking like Russian dolls. Moreover, 
we can consider the series of dolls from the point of view of their decreasing 
size or from the opposite direction. In decreasing order, we go from the 
global context of the cultural industry to the form of the f ilm, including 
the dispositifs. In increasing order, the perspective seems to be broadened. 
However, at the same time, we seem to lose the accuracy that f ilm analysis 
promises. This book will, undoubtedly, give the impression of broadening 
the scope in terms of a comparison of texts focusing strictly on the movie 
arena. Nevertheless, our wish to reformulate the question of post-cinema 
through the topic of the relationship between the cinema and contemporary 
art also signif ies the assumption that the objects of this transaction must 
not be left on the sidelines in favor of too many theoretical generalities.

About the Book

The f irst part of the book begins with a tribute to “Influential French New 
Wave Filmmaker” (The New York Times) Agnès Varda, who passed away 
March 29, 2019 at the age of 90 – we don’t know what conclusion to draw 
from the repetition of the number 9! Her death was announced by various 
newspapers and websites, whose headlines – “Beloved French New Wave 
Director” (The Guardian), “Legendary French New Wave Director” (The 
Local.fr) – all seemed to include the New Wave label, providing a convenient 
location, both justif ied and lazy. When considering the career of such a 
great artist, we are inevitably referred to a glorious past. Paying tribute to 
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Agnès Varda by analyzing Beaches of Agnès, her 2006 autobiographical 
f ilm, José Moure draws attention to the fact that the f ilm itself intermixed 
with its “making of” has the singular form of a narrated puzzle from which 
a new kind of documentary emerges. (Further on, in chapter 14, Dominique 
Chateau completes the tribute by considering Varda’s forays into the world of 
contemporary art.) Through her most recent f ilms, as well as her exhibitions, 
Agnès Varda can be considered a major f igure in post-cinema.

PART II of the book – The End of Cinema? – revolves around the question of 
the fate of cinema which, according to disparate hypotheses, goes from end 
to rebirth. In what at f irst appears a book review of Francesco Casetti’s The 
Lumière Galaxy: Seven Key Words for the Cinema to Come, Dudley Andrew’s 
text provides an overview of the most general and crucial discussion that 
the post-cinema theme has called attention to. First released in Cultural 
Critique in 2017, it highly deserves to be included in this volume because of 
the synoptic view it offers. Dudley Andrew not only brings together several 
theorists who participate in the debate throughout the globalized world – 
Laura Mulvey, Jacques Aumont, Raymond Bellour, Philippe Dubois, André 
Gaudreault, Philippe Marion, David N. Rodowick, Francesco Casetti – but 
also reignites this debate that could be considered a scholastic quarrel 
about a process whose outcome is still uncertain – the end of cinema! – if 
it were not a historical mutation, the practical consequences of which we 
experience every day. Some partners in the dialogue initiated by Andrew 
appear in this book with new questions.

In their text, André Gaudreault and Philippe Marion give a new for-
mulation to the end of cinema issue: “What remains of cinema?” Arguing 
from a mainly nominalist perspective, they f ind their answer in cinema’s 
“resilience”: cinema is “hanging tough.” This resilience of cinema depends on 
what we are talking about in terms of technological evolution (digitalization) 
and cultural differences (are we talking about cinephilia or the ordinary 
practice of cinema?). They examine the different hypotheses arising from 
the point of view of the range of words it mobilizes (cinema, movie, moving 
images, and so on). Referring to a, rather comical yet telling, Bogdanovitch-
Welles dialogue and the recent Netflix controversy during the Cannes or 
Venice festivals, Gaudreault and Marion iterate that differences in naming 
are “highly signif icant.” Finally, the authors consider the question: is it more 
important to define cinema (whatever the name!) or to produce “interesting 
f ilm stories” as Guillermo del Toro suggests?

The next contribution by Céline Scemama is of special value to us. A 
Godard specialist, Céline scrupulously deciphered the multiple artistic 
references contained in Godard’s masterpiece Histoire(s) du cinema (that 
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can be understood here in the sense of the companion-worker’s tour de force). 
For her arduous work she received a brilliant doctorate from the Panthéon-
Sorbonne University, Paris 1, which was followed by a book that is now a 
standard reference work: Histoire(s) du cinéma de Jean-Luc Godard – La 
force faible d’un art. She beamed forth affection but, disappointed by life, 
took her own in 2017. The present text, which constitutes the introduction 
to her book, is a double tribute: to Céline, a very dear friend, and to JLG who, 
from the start of his oeuvre to Livre d’images (2018), sought in the obstinate 
invention of a post-cinema the very essence of this art. Halfway between 
Montaigne’s essay and Rembrandt’s self-portrait, Histoire(s) du cinema 
is also halfway between the origin of cinema and its destiny as post-art.

PART III examines various Technological Transformations due to digitali-
zation. We are very happy to welcome in this part, Victor Burgin who, as a 
renowned artist1 could just as easily have been included in the last section 
Post-cinema, an Artists’ Affair. But instead opens this part of the book with 
his proposal of a theoretical reflection on the technological transformations 
of what he calls the “f ield of ‘photof ilmic’ practices.” He postulates that 
“cinema” directs our minds to “technological mutation,” while “art” evokes 
the “ideologico-economic appropriation.” Using as a framework of reasoning 
themes that gave rise to the publications of the Key Debates series – screen 
and stories – and adding the idea of the virtual object as resulting from the 
convergence of the digital with the contemporary, he highlights the advent of 
new “photofilmic narrative forms” which, characterized by the combination 
of complexity and affectivity, “offer alternatives to the mass-produced 
verisimilitude of hegemonic mass culture.”

Dedicated to Thomas Elsaesser, “a leading f igure in f ilm criticism” (The 
New York Times, December 19, 2019) and a friend who died on December 4 
in Beijing at the age of 76, Giovanna Fossati and Annie van den Oever’s 
dialogue reflects on the “death of cinema” topic but from the perspective 
of f ilm archival practice and national f ilm institutes. Their starting point is 
both the fact that some of these institutes remain – an index of the cinema 
persistence – and Giovanna Fossati’s reflection on processes of digitalization 
which raises the question as to whether the notion of f ilm is still relevant 
in this new technological context. Analogous to the way in which Walter 
Benjamin treated the new phenomenon of mechanical reproduction, digitali-
zation concerns both reproduction and creation. Today, the digital creation 

1 For example, we recently watched his “digital looping video” The Little House (2005, 17’) 
inside the Carmelites Chapel at Saint-Denis Museum of Art and History (France) as part of the 
exhibition Enfermement (Confinement), April-October 2019.
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aspect is discussed frequently; whereas, it is less common to consider the 
problems of the archival practice in the digital age. Thus, the exchange of 
views between Fossati and Van den Oever in this volume provides a useful 
perspective on the issue of digital archiving. It also deeply enriches the idea 
of post-cinema, more precisely, the idea of “a new post-cinematic ecology.”

Despite a series of material changes to the medium throughout its history, 
cinema has remained a “common immersive experience” insofar as it was 
based on the illusion of reality. However, the most important change is 
that this is no longer true: post-cinema, writes Christophe Génin, can be 
considered a defection of the original experience of watching movies. This 
situation has to do with social and economic transformations, implying 
the conversion of the cultural industry to service to the person and a deep 
variation in the aesthetic experience, which Génin proposes to understand 
through an analysis of the experience of individual screens in aircraft. A 
confined space such as an aircraft seat isolates the individual to whom it 
is offered in a moment of “solipsism of caprice.”

At the beginning of PART IV – New Dispositif, New Conditions – François 
Jost asks: “What kind of art is the cinema of interactions?” With this question, 
he promotes the concept of interaction, but his intention is not to extend the 
current theory that defines by interaction the use of cinema, both in the early 
stages of its history and in the post-cinema situation. Rather, it is to analyze 
“a work that presents itself as openly interactive: Bandersnatch” (2018), a 
part of the science-f iction anthology series Black Mirror. He proposes to 
carry out this analysis with the help of Goodman and Genette, especially 
the two major concepts previously coined by the former: autography and 
allography. This duality helps to answer the question as to whether the 
opposition between f ilm and TV series has to do with differences in artistic 
quality; a debate exacerbated by Netflix’s candidacy at f ilm festivals. Ad-
ditionally, using a comparison with music partitions (Pierre Boulez’s third 
piano sonata in relation to Netflix!), he wonders whether the viewer of the 
interactive work may be called an operator, a performer or a player … or, 
more likely, an interpreter. His/her status has to do both with the model 
of the musician who has the choice to structure parts of the work and the 
hermeneut who gives meaning to it.

Designing his text according to the model “Engführung,” a musical tech-
nique of the fugue where a new theme overlaps with the previous one, Malte 
Hagener considers two dimensions of the changes in the audiovisual f ield: 
the first is exemplified by the Netflix platform on the economic and logistical 
level; the second concerns the aesthetic consequences of this new model of 
production and distribution. Characterized by a high level of autonomy and 
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self-consciousness of this status, Netflix’s system is transforming the practice 
of f ilm and the notion we have of it. A striking aspect of the strong link that 
is thus established between the production system and the f ilm form can 
be observed in the fact that Netflix’s productions are self-allegorizations of 
Netflix’s system. Referencing Bird Box (2018), the “post-apocalyptic thriller” 
(Wikipedia) directed by Susanne Bier and starring Sandra Bullock, Hagener 
exemplif ies that a post-cinema movie may be positioned between cinema, 
television and new media, appearing as a “self-allegory of its own position 
in a new media environment, especially concerning its production logic.”

With Francesco Casetti and Andrea Pinotti’s point of view in their 
“Post-cinema Ecology,” we return to Christophe Génin’s issue, albeit from 
a different perspective more similar to Jost’s. Instead of developing the 
general theme of the immersive experience, they exemplify it by way of a 
special focus on Alejandro G. Iñárritu’s Carne y arena, an interactive virtual 
reality installation presented at the 2017 Cannes Film Festival, insofar as 
it testif ies to the formal and spectatorial transformations that are rightly 
referred to as post-cinema. More generally, emphasizing the characteristics 
of “unframedness, presentness, and immediateness,” this kind of work draws 
our attention to the phenomenology of the f ilm experience. Drawing from 
Charles Peirce, Adolfo Bioy Casares’s La invención de Morel and the zoologist 
Adolf Portmann’s theories of animal perception, they propose going beyond 
phenomenology (and ontology) with the project of an iconic ecology based 
on the concept of phaneron, the appearance as it is perceived for itself.

PART V, Transformations in Film Form, deals with the idea of identifying 
among the vast f ield of f ilm production those that can be considered “part 
of a contemporary way of thinking and making art in a postmodern era” as 
Gabriela Rivadeneira Crespo writes. It means that some filmmakers or artists 
decide to put art at the heart of their creation, that this relationship between 
cinema and art may be applied to its concept, as well as to various aspects 
of the process of creation. One way in which to consider this kind of “art 
contemporary turn” is to examine the different incursions of cinema from 
the point of view of the contemporary art space. But, instead of following 
this track, instead of asking how cinema participates in this contemporary 
art experience, Miriam De Rosa asks “how the contemporary experience 
of moving images is articulated when it enters art spaces.” This topic deals 
not only with the hypothesis of a change in f ilm form and medium from 
the moment the f ilm is destined for an unusual space but also with the 
reverse movement of the presence of f ilm transforming the foreign space 
into a different and personalized place. From this point of view, Miriam De 
Rosa analyzes a series of exhibitions: Sleepwalkers (2007), Aitken’s f ive 
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video pieces projected on MoMA’s external walls; Marta Minujín’s Mesunda 
Reloaded (2019) at the New Museum in New York; and the work of the Milan-
based collective Studio Azzurro, especially their Sensitive Environments 
exhibition which reflects the space-image in an artistic context.

For her part, Gabriela Rivadeneira Crespo analyzes a Mariano Llinás 
f ilm, Extraordinary Stories (Historias Extraordinarias) because, 
with this 2008 movie by the Argentinean f ilmmaker, the “productivity of 
cinema devices” is brought into question so that it fully exemplif ies the 
type of postmodern f ilm where cinema and contemporary art collaborate. 
Paradoxically, this kind of f ilm, given the radical choices that govern it, 
places it in an expanded f ilm, but marginalizes it in relation to the cinema 
industry. The locations and modes of reception of such f ilms are also part 
of the definition of post-cinema in the post-art era.

For Dominique Chateau, post-art can, essentially, be characterized by the 
formula: art, otherwise than art. It means that in the institutional context 
presently governing art, the artworks or what serves as such, including 
objects or acts claiming non-art, are explicitly exhibited as art while different 
kinds of physical or mental attitudes are allowed toward them that have 
nothing to do with art in the f irst place. It is in this art, otherwise than art 
context that cinema and contemporary art are mutually challenging. This is 
quite obvious when we consider the meeting of cinema with the dispositifs 
of exhibition spaces; the intrusion of cinema into art or post-art places. More 
generally, this possibility opens news paths for creation: new f ilmic form 
(which is well exemplif ied by the race to make the longest f ilm); changes 
in creators’ status (as we can see with the examples of the Japanese f ilm-
maker, Hamaguchi Ryusuke;2 the French artist, Pierre Huyghe; or the French 
f ilmmaker, Michel Gondry); and the advent of exhibitions of a new kind 
(Agnès Varda and David Lynch). The text concludes with the symptomatic 
example of Agnès Varda and JR’s Visages, Villages, a collaboration that 
has produced a singular documentary road movie …

To remain with a somewhat outdated division of labor, post-cinema in 
the post-art era can arise from the meeting of f ilmmakers and artists, but 
also from the collaboration of two artists, as in the case of Zidane: A 21st 
Century Portrait (2006), a f ilm created and directed by Douglas Gordon 
and Philippe Parreno. Cameras placed around the Bernabéu stadium in 
Madrid where a match is taking place follow the well-known football (or 
soccer as the Americans have it) player, Zinédine Zidane, from the beginning 

2 Asian names – Japanese, Korean, Chinese – are written in this book in their traditional 
form: surname f irst.
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of the game until his dismissal. In this volume, Richard Conte examines 
this special portrait paying particular attention to how the f ilm focuses 
primarily on Zidane, that is, on somebody who is in a state of what Diderot 
calls absorption in his task – in this case, playing a football match – in the 
kind of dance that a football game resembles. Conte also focuses on details 
that could only be captured by the artistic f ilmic device. By providing an 
in-depth analysis of this new device and its astonishing f ilmic result, Conte 
is able to call attention to a social aspect of post-cinema that deserves to be 
mentioned: mere artistic influence can elevate just about anything to the 
rank of art and thus in Zidane “elitist contemporary art meets the most 
popular sport of the world and one of its most emblematic f igures.”

PART VI of the book, Post-cinema, an Artists’ Affair, is devoted to artists 
and their work. Previously considered, Godard and Burgin could as easily 
have been involved here, as much as, for example, Llinás and Huyghe, even if 
their ways of investing in the f ield of creation differ. In this part, we consider 
a kind of f ilmmaker whose behavior or works can be considered from the 
viewpoint of the artist’s contemporary standard. However, we start with 
the opposite movement: an artist making f ilms. It could well have been 
Marcel Duchamp, insofar as the avant-garde of the 1920s foreshadowed 
post-cinema and, moreover, post-cinema integrated within the (post-)art 
issue. Among the most interesting and humorous artists that Duchamp 
has inspired, Christophe Viart proposes considering another of Marcel’s 
incursions into f ilm: Marcel Broodthaers was a Belgian contemporary artist 
whose range of activities covered poetry and (post-)cinema. A single f ilm can 
have considerable theoretical power. This is the case with La pluie (Projet 
pour un texte) [The Rain (Project for a Text)], a 1969 two-minute 16mm 
black-and-white f ilm, which portrays Broodthaers attempting to write on 
a paper in the rain. Is it a f ilm? Is it cinema? This the material of a regular 
f ilm, but not the spirit. We are def initely in the post-art era …

Next up is Russian film director Ilya Khrzhanovsky, whose film adaptation 
of Kora Landau-Drobantseva’s book The Academician Landau: How we Lived 
(1999) resulted in an immense project, entitled DAU, spanning several years, 
encompassing cinema and art among other things. In her text about DAU, 
Eugénie Zvonkine delves deeper into Khrzhanovsky’s ambitious project. 
Because what is DAU exactly? Is it Ilya Khrzhanovsky’s project as a whole or 
his f ilms or the main character? In order to clarify this complexity, Zvonkine 
proposes “write[ing] DAU for the whole project, Dau for the f ilms and Dau to 
designate the main character.” On the face of it, it seems to resemble Aesop’s 
The Frog and the Ox whose moral is: “Do not attempt the impossible.” Yet, 
that’s exactly what the young f ilmmaker did, who at that time was merely 
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known for “a single, although much remarked, feature f ilm, Four (2004).” 
Dau tells the story of Kora Landau-Drobantseva’s husband, Lev Landau, 
a remarkable man, known by the nickname Dau, who professed freedom 
in private life in stark contrast to the political USSR Stalinist regime of 
fear and terror under which he lived. Not only did Khrzhanovsky make 
thirteen feature f ilms of a duration from 1.5 to 6 hours but he also decided 
to include the screenings in huge installations, investing, in particular, in 
the Parisian Théâtre du Chatelet and the Théâtre de la Ville which were in 
reconstruction at the time, giving the whole DAU project the fascinating 
scale of a total artwork.

Independent f ilmmaker Gérard Courant is a fan of early post-cinema. 
Since the mid-1970s, he has been one of those pioneers who seeks to test its 
limits (from the very beginning of cinema), from within and without, from 
the center of the medium to its peripheries. This does not mean that he 
belongs to the past. On the contrary, he continues his quest, never ceasing 
to accumulate a considerable number of f ilms and, in particular, one f ilm 
or series of f ilms, which continues to grow, the Cinématon(s), which is at 
the heart of our dialogue. Courant was kind enough to receive us in his 
apartment at Montreuil (Paris suburb), a place full of f ilms and books – not 
only books on cinema but also on cycling since Courant is a big fan of the 
Tour de France. No matter the f ield, he has the mentality of a collector. As 
regards cinema, it would be more accurate to say: an encyclopedic mentality. 
His work, an accumulation of numerous f ilmic portraits of personalities as 
well as f ilmed street inventories, is of considerable extension. It is in this 
very principle of inf inite proliferation of f ilms of varying lengths that we 
f ind a kind of Mnemosyne cinema challenging the “de-definition” (Harold 
Rosenberg) of cinema that transforms it into post-art.

Born in 1967 in Xi’an in the Shaanxi Province, Wang Bing is one of the 
greatest representatives of contemporary Chinese cinema (along with Jia 
Zhangke). After studying photography at Luxun Arts University in Shenyang 
and f ilm at Beijing Film Academy, he directed West of the Tracks (2003), 
Fengming, a Chinese Memoir (2007), Coal Money (2008), Man with No 
Name (2009), The Ditch (2010), Three Sisters (2012), Till Madness Do 
Us Part (2013), Ta’ang (2016), Mrs. Fang (2017), Beauty Lives in Freedom 
(2018) and Dead Souls (2018). We were fortunate to meet him when he 
came to the Bachelard Amphitheater at the Sorbonne for a Master Class 
on April 27, 2019 (at the invitation of Richard Conte and Jacinto Lageira, as 
part of a series of Interface meetings at the Panthéon-Sorbonne University, 
Paris I). In the f inal dialogue of this book Wang (whose f ilms are off the 
beaten track in many ways) clarif ies his connection to various issues raised 
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by post-cinema, in particular, the consequences of technological changes 
with regard to f ilm creation and distribution, and evolution in the aesthetic 
conception of cinema.
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